2017 legislative survey report
the washington association of county officials

about the survey
The 2017-2019 Strategic Plan adopted by the WACO Board of Trustees in December 2016 calls
for WACO to “annually evaluate the progress on the 2017-2019 WACO Legislative Advocacy Strategic
Plan.” The 2017-2019 Strategic Plan work plan further outlines that the Legislative Committee, in
conjunction with the Executive Director, will annually review progress.
Out of this directive the Legislative Committee and WACO staff developed a comprehensive
legislative session survey that was sent to every WACO member on July 20, 2017 with reminders being
sent weekly through mid-August. Collection of responses closed August 15, 2017.
The 2017 Legislative Survey was a logic-based survey. Based on the answers to one question
a respondent may be led to follow-up questions, or led to the next section. The survey contained 36
questions, with an average respondent answering 17.
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Who responded?
The 2017 Legislative Survey was the most exhaustive survey
regarding WACO’s legislative efforts to date. The survey’s goal was
not only to measure how the WACO membership perceived the 2017
legislative efforts, but also to clearly identify areas of improvement
going into the 2018 legislative cycle.
The 2017 Legislative Survey had 133 total respondents, or
51% of WACO members, complete the survey. The Treasurers had
the highest response rate (34), for a total of 25.5% of all responses. The Clerks (26), Auditors (25), and
Assessors (23) followed – all responding with more than half of their respective affiliate members.

did they receive affiliate specific information?
Through the use of WACO’s contract with LobbyGov, WACO provided affiliate legislative
committee chairs the option of determining who would receive legislative tracking updates at their
desired intervals. The content, format, and timing of each report were customized to meet the needs of
each affiliate group at the direction of the legislative chair of each affiliate.
In order to better understand the use, and the dissemination of information, WACO asked, “Did
you receive weekly legislative updates from your affiliate legislative committee members that utilized
some form of a legislative tracking sheet?” Overwhelmingly (91.47%), the membership indicated that
they had– and further (86.73%) indicated that the weekly legislative update suited the needs of their
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tracking. Of those who indicated that they had not received the tracking information (8.53%), over two
thirds (69.23%) indicated that there was no expectation in their affiliate to receive such information.
Based on the results we found:
• The majority of those surveyed are receiving the affiliate specific report (91%),
• Those who do not (under 9%), two thirds had no expectation of receiving such a report, and
• A high majority of those surveyed stated that the report suited their needs (87%);
WACO staff will create better clarity by notifying all members of each of the types of reports, who
will be receiving the reports for further comment or editing, the frequency of reporting, and what the
objective for each report will be.

did they receive all-affiliate information?

In addition to legislative tracking updates provided through LobbyGov at the intervals determined
by the affiliate legislative chairs; WACO provided the legislative committee members a weekly, extensive,
legislative tracking report in Excel to the WACO legislative committee members which consisted of
each affiliate’s legislative tracking reports in one report. These sheets could be manipulated for specific
affiliate needs and disseminated to each affiliate’s membership.

WACO asked the membership, “Did you receive weekly legislative updates from your affiliate
legislative committee members that contained information on every WACO affiliate member?”
Interestingly, the membership responded that fewer received the all-affiliate sheets than the affiliate
specific sheets, with only 53.98% receiving such reports. Those surveyed that received the report
overwhelmingly indicated that it suited their affiliate’s tracking needs (92.19%). Of the members who
did not receive the report, 98.08% indicated that there was no expectation to receive such information.
Based on the results we found:
• Fewer individuals received the all-affiliate data report (54%), and
• A high majority of those surveyed who recieved the all-affiliate report indicated that the all-affiliate
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tracking suited their needs (92%);
WACO staff will create better clarity by further detailing the weekly all-affilaite reporting provided
to the legislative committee.

weekly legislative update

Each week during session WACO sent a “Legislative Hotsheet” newsletter to the entire WACO
membership via MailChimp. The newsletter provided information on each of the WACO priority bills,
including their progress and up-coming events. The newsletter also detailed bills of interest to our
affiliates, general progress updates, news-clips of interest, educational videos on legislation, the
legislative processes, and much more. The newsletter was also posted on the WACO website’s
legislative advocacy page.
The survey asked those surveyed two key questions: First, did they receive the newsletter
– 92.17% indicated yes; and second, was the information delivered in a manner that was easy to
understand and easy to share with their colleagues – 96.12% indicated yes.
In order to help ensure that future newsletters arrive, those who indicated they had not received
the information (9 individuals or 7.83%) were directed to information to share with their IT staff on how
to unblock future emails.

internal affiliate communications
In order to determine how information is communicated from the WACO Legislative Committee
meetings and other legislative discussions to affiliate members, we asked, “Did you receive information
from your affiliate legislative committee about information discussed during the weekly WACO Legislative
Committee meeting?”
Two thirds of respondents indicated that they did receive such information, of the remaining 33%
- three quarters responded that there was no such expectation to receive such information.
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Because 98.6% of respondents who received reports about the legislative committee meeting
conversations indicated the information received was relevant and suited their affiliate’s needs, there is
a great need to report on such conversations. Though there is a disparity in whom receives such reports
across affiliates, there also appears to be little expectation that legislative committee members provide
such information broadly. In response to this, WACO will wrap portions of the meeting information into
the weekly legislative update, or “Legislative Hotsheet”, for distribution to the entire membership and
posting on the WACO website.
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lobbyist efforts
In order to determine how to look at WACO’s lobbying efforts, we first needed to identify if it was
clear to our affiliate legislative leads who was going to work with them. WACO asked, “Was WACO’s
lead lobbyist for your affiliate clearly delineated?” Sixty eight percent of those responding indicated
‘yes’. In response to this, for 2018 WACO will clearly identify its lobbyist team members and leads prior
to the onset of the session.
Assessors: 66% indicated ‘yes’.
Auditors: 50% indicated ‘yes’.
Clerks: 100% indicated ‘yes’.
Coroners: 100% indicated ‘yes’.
Prosecutors: 100% indicated ‘yes’.
Sheriffs: 100% indicated ‘yes’.
Treasurers: 33% indicated ‘yes’.

“Mike was our lead, but I worked perdominantly with Monty. I
enjoyed working with both, they are extremely knowledgeable and
easy to work with.”
WACO asked affiliate legislative team members to rate four areas of interaction with their
designated lead lobbyist: Support in drafting legislation, support securing sponsors, communication
from the designated lead to the affiliates, and response to information from the designated lead lobbyist.
The ratings available were ‘poor’, ‘below average’, ‘average’, ‘above average’, and ‘excellent’.

In each of the four categories: support in drafting legislation, support in securing sponsors,
communication from the designated lead, and response to information requests from the designated
lead; a weighted average response ranked above the rating of ‘average’ with the highest concentration
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of responses being in the categories, ‘average’, ‘above average’, and ‘excellent’.
In total, 89% of all responses fell in the range between ‘average’ and ‘excellent’; with 39.5%
responding with ‘average’, 27% responding with ‘above average’, and 22.9% responding with ‘excellent’.
Based on these results, WACO staff will focus on improved communication from designated leads to
affiliate legislative committee team members.

legislative talking point handouts

In 2017, WACO created talking point handouts for each of the WACO legislative priorities,
as well as bills the WACO Legislative Committee voted to support. These materials were available
upon request, as well as were available at the WACO office, and online on the Legislative Advocacy
webpage. Many of these handouts were also distributed to affiliate members during legislative days in
Olympia.

We first asked the membership whether they had requested and/or received one of the
handouts; 44.4% indicated that they had. Of the members who indicated that they had requested
the handouts 92.45% indicated that they were of use in explaining the WACO priority legislation to
legislators and stakeholders. Of the members who did not receive the handouts (55.56%), 62.3%
indicated that they were unaware that they were available.
To increase awareness of location and availability of legislative talking point handouts, WACO
staff will increase communication efforts identifying availability.

“I found the talking point handouts very helpful in explaining the issues. I
don’t spend a lot of time reading the bills or sifting through commentary - the
handouts were my ‘cliff notes’ and I welcome as many of them as I can get.”
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policy white papers
In 2017, WACO created five policy white papers for WACO legislative priorities, and bills the
WACO Legislative Committee voted to support. These materials were available upon request, as well
as were available at the WACO office, attached by weblink to the legislative data reports, and were
online on the Legislative Advocacy webpage.

We first asked the membership whether they had requested and/or received one or more
of the white papers; 24.04% indicated that they had. Of the members who indicated that they had
requested the white papers, 21.05% rated the quality of the white papers as ‘excellent’, 44.74%
rated them as ‘above average’, and 34.21% rated them as ‘average’ - there were no ratings of ‘below
average’ or ‘poor’. Of the members who did not receive the handouts (75.96%), 76.54% indicated that
they were unaware that they were available.
Because the policy white papers are made after session begins, and not prior to session
beginning, WACO staff needs to increase communications detailing availability (when available, and
where).

hearing preparation

We asked the membership whether they testified during a 2017 legislative hearing; 15%
responded ‘yes’ (17 individuals). We followed up asking those who indicated ‘yes’ whether WACO
assisted in preparing for the hearing– and to rate the preparation provided.
Of those who indicated ‘yes’ to preparation assistance, 33.3% rated the assistance ‘excellent’,
33.3% rated the assistance ‘above average’, 16.7% rated the assistance ‘average’, 16.7% rated the
assistance ‘below average’, and there were no ratings of poor.
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If WACO had not prepared the speaker for the hearing, we asked if assistance was requested;
85% indicated that no request was made.
To foster increased hearings participation, and provided wider assistance, WACO staff will
develop legislative video training modules which will include hearing preparation.

overall
We asked the membership to provide an overall rating for WACO’s 2017 legislative activities.
23.58% of the membership indicated ‘excellent’, 50% rated ‘above average’, 24.47% rated ‘average’,
.94% (one individual) rated ‘below average’, and no individuals rated ‘poor’.

“I feel that WACO is learning and adapting
and doing better each year.”
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for the 2018 session
Prior to the legislative session WACO:
•
Will notify all members of each of the types of reports, who will be receiving the reports for
further comment or editing, the frequency of reporting, and what the objective for each report will be.
•
Clearly identify where members can find legislative handouts, white papers, and legislative
updates online, as well as within WACO’s reports.
•
Provide information regarding the membership of the WACO Legislative Committee, meeting
dates, and information on how to listen to the committee meetings.
•
Provide information on committee meeting discussions in the weekly legislative update, or
“Legislative Hotsheet” for distribution to the entire membership and posting on the WACO website.
•
Provide information clearly identifying the designated lead lobbyist for each affiliate, as well as
information on the legislative team.
•
Provide a primer for legislative hearings.

appendix
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